Southern Hospitality (800800) is a 1955 American Car Foundry built Dome/Bar/Lounge car originally built for the Union Pacific Railroad as a dome/coach for use on their City of Portland train.

After six years of restoration, modification, and reconstruction, Southern Hospitality, appropriately named, currently painted in New Orleans Public Belt Railroad colors, returns to the high iron.

Today, Southern Hospitality invokes a completely new meaning to the words! With it’s richly appointed customized mahogany interior, lush carpet and a host of amenities including a bar and of course...the dome.

Seating arrangements are, 24 in the dome, which includes four swivel parlor chairs and table seating for up to 20. Under the dome, a buffet/bar with seating for 10 creates an intimate atmosphere. The 14-seat upper lounge area completes the car capacity seating at 48. Additionally a master suite, with all the glamour of a 5 star hotel rounds out the extraordinary example of Southern Hospitality.